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Sonora Tower Honda Bracket Install 

Notes 

 

Congratulations on choosing the lightest, strongest 

tower available for your build! 

Installing your Sonora is very simple, and can be done by anyone with basic 

mechanical ability. The Sonora is designed to be a universal fit tower. Every 

bike is a little bit different, and we can’t foresee all of the details of your 

particular install, so the notes below are intended as suggestions to help 

you make good decisions in fitting it to your bike.  

Any modifications that you make to your bike are at your own risk. 

Give us a call (01-604-374-5943) or send us an email 

(store@rallymotoshop.com) if you have any questions, or if there is any 

way we can help. 

Tools and Supplies Recommended: 

 8.5mm drill bit (or equivalent) 

 M10x1.5 Tap 

 6mm Allen 

 Ft/lbs or nm torque wrench with 6mm Allen bit 

 Blue Locktite (or equivalent) 
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Installation Tips: 

 Remove the headlight mask and associated parts and secure the wiring 

out of the way. 

 Drill and tap both bosses on headstock to M10x1.5. 

 Place locktite on threads of both M10 Button-head mounting bolts. 

 Thread upper mounting bolt halfway into the threaded boss. 

 Place second Mounting bolt into Sonora Honda bracket in the bottom 

Keyhole. This is the longer of the two keyholes, and is marked with a “B”.  

 Holding this bottom bolt with your 6mm Allen, place bracket on bike, 

sliding the upper keyhole over the upper mounting bolt already started. 

 Thread lower bolt into the threaded boss.  

 Fully thread the upper bolt into the boss.  

 Tighten both mounting bolts to 20nm (15ft/lbs). 

 The mounting bracket is now installed. 

 The Sonora mounts onto its bracket using the steel mounting bolts, the 

nylon breakaway bolts, or a combination of the two. We generally 

recommend a steel bolt on the lower hole and a nylon one on the top. 

 Most customers remove the stock odometer from their bikes, but if you 

want to keep it, it is simple to fabricate a small aluminum bracket to 

attach to the handlebar clamps for this purpose. We are in production 

with a new version of our roadbook mounting bracket that will have a 

mount specifically for the Honda stock Odo. This is expected to be 

finished Late February 2021. 

 Ensure that all wiring is secured, and protected from chafe through 

the full swing of the handlebars. 

Now Go Racing! 


